Jetta se review

The Volkswagen Jetta is a solid choice for folks who want a budget-friendly and fuel-efficient
compact car. It costs less and sips fuel better than its hatchback sibling, the VW Golf , which is
similar under the skin. Although the standard Jetta will satisfy pragmatists, it doesn't deliver the
driving verve to entice enthusiasts. That mission is fulfilled by the sportier GLI model that we
review separately. The regular Jetta has a hp turbocharged four-cylinder that dutifully
accelerates around town but feels lethargic at highway speeds. The engine can be paired with a
manual transmission, but only on the base model. While the Jetta has refined road manners and
remarkable trunk room, it's the opposite of spicyâ€”and the top options are reserved for the top
trim levels, which diminishes this Volkswagen's otherwise strong value. The Jetta enters
without any mechanical or trim changes whatsoever. Since the base model lacks some of the
features that we want in a new car, we'd recommend the mid-level R-Line model. In addition to
enhanced exterior styling that makes the Jetta more attractive, it has a blind-spot monitor,
passive entry, and two-tone faux-leather upholstery that breaks up the otherwise bland-looking
interior. The Cold Weather kit is the only option and one we'd recommend for anyone who lives
in colder climes thanks to the heated steering wheel, heated rear seats, remote start, and more.
Every Jetta powers the front wheels with a turbocharged four-cylinder that makes horsepower.
The base model has a standard six-speed manual transmission, but an eight-speed automatic is
optional and standard on every other model. We tested Jettas with each transmission and saw
virtually identical acceleration times. However, both were merely average compared with
quicker competitors. The Jetta felt responsive pulling away from stoplights, but it would benefit
from more punch for passing on the highway. The sedan is less engaging to drive than the VW
Golf hatchback, which has the same platform and powertrains as the Jetta. While the sedan has
a comfortable and quiet ride, its light steering is effortless but lacks a feeling of precision.
Compared with rivals such as the Mazda 3 and the Honda Civic , the Jetta is rarely fun to zip
around roundabouts and leans into sharp corners when moving above the posted speed limit.
Still, its serene nature will satisfy those who want complacent transportation. While the Jetta is
less athletic than its hatchback counterpart, it's more frugal with fuel. The EPA estimates the
sedan will earn 30 mpg city and 40 mpg highway, while the Golf is rated at 29 mpg city and 37
highway. We tested Jettas with each transmission on our mile highway fuel-economy route, and
they both exceeded expectations. The automatic version earned 43 mpg on the highway, and a
Jetta with the manual transmission achieved an astounding 48 mpg. In comparison, the last
Civic sedan we tested missed its highway rating by 1 mpg, at 41 mpg. Inside, the Jetta provides
a sophisticated design and generous passenger space. Although the available features become
more desirable with each higher trim, every cabin caters to the driver and boasts excellent
outward visibility. We wish the front seats were wider and provided more support. Top content
such as customizable ambient interior lighting, a fully digital gauge cluster, and ventilated front
seats is reserved for the most expensive models. Surprisingly, the Jetta held more carry-on
bags than the Golf hatchback. The sedan held seven bags in its trunk, compared with the five
that fit behind the Golf's rear seat. Likewise, the Jetta held three extra bags more than the Golf
18 total with the back seats folded. The Jetta's interior cubby storage includes useful door
pockets and a deep center-console bin. Along with traditional volume and tuning knobs, the
Car-Net unit allows gesture controls for swiping and pinch-to-zoom. Likewise, every Jetta has a
mobile hotspot as long as people are willing to pay for a subscription-based data plan. Wireless
charging is standard on the top two trim levels. While several driver assists are available on
every model, only the top two trims have adaptive cruise control and lane-keeping assist. Key
safety features include:. Volkswagen has an above-average limited warranty and below-average
powertrain coverage. To offset the latter, the company provides some complimentary
maintenance. More Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
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Volkswagen. Buzz Microbus. The Jetta is competent but unexciting and about as
middle-of-the-road as a sedan gets these days. Cars don't get much more middle-of-the-road
than the Volkswagen Jetta. Mature looking and spacious inside, it's as sensible as a pair of
sweatpants, if not quite as comfortable. This foundational shift allowed engineers to give the car
a longer wheelbase, plus increase its width and height, all while reducing the front overhang for
more attractive proportions, though the grilleâ€¦ yeah, it's got a lot of grille. Aside from better
looks, these changes also increased cabin space. Passenger volume now clocks in at This
means the Jetta is roomier than the Toyota Corolla and Mazda3 sedan, though the Honda Civic
and Nissan Sentra are slightly more capacious according to the spec sheets, but in normal use
you're not likely to notice a difference. There's plenty of room for legs and heads in this car's
backseat, plus the lower cushion and backrest are both comfortably angled. When lowered, the
fold-down center armrest is also at the same level as the door-panel armrests, a thoughtful

touch that further enhances comfort. Curiously, my top-of-the-line tester still lacks air vents for
passengers in steerage despite there being an obvious place for them. Like an off-putting but
hard-to-trace odor emanating from some forgotten corner of your refrigerator, there are other
little whiffs of cost-cutting in the Jetta. There's only a single seatback storage pocket, for
instance. The car also lacks a capless fuel filler, there's no latch on the front center armrest, nor
does it ratchet and lock in different positions like they used to in older Volkswagens. Similarly,
some of the Jetta's secondary controls feel flimsier than a mud hovel in a hurricane, like the
climate-control dials and headlight switch. Still, other buttons are super nice, like the rock-solid
ignition switch and the drive-mode selector. The Jetta's front seats are flat and broad, far too
sprawling for someone as emaciated as me, though most people will probably find them quite
accommodating. It looks great and feels nice to boot, though most models in the range feature
leatherette seating surfaces, while the entry-level S variant comes with cloth. My car's front
chairs are heated and ventilated, too, making the Jetta an appealing choice every season of the
year. The steering wheel will also keep your hands warm at the push of a button. Complimenting
the handsome leather is a smattering of soft plastics. Upper portions of the Jetta's dashboard
and front door panels are nicely textured and plush when you prod them. Some of the interior's
rigid polymers aren't quite as attractive, but you can't expect Kobe beef on a bologna budget.
The star of this Vee-Dub's cabin is the infotainment tech. SEL Premium models feature a
standard Discover Media system with an 8-inch touchscreen and integrated navigation. Lesser
models come with a 6. This infotainment offering is snappy and intuitive. Swipe through its
various screens and everything responds promptly. Pinch-to-zoom on the map works
reasonably well, too. It's not the fastest or smoothest, but neither is it like photo enhancing in
the movie Blade Runner. Overall, this infotainment system is better than what Honda and
Toyota are doing these days, and it's at least as good as Hyundai and Kia 's latest offerings. In
addition to that touch-enabled panel, Volkswagen Digital Cockpit is included on SEL Premium
Jettas as well, which replaces traditional instruments with a reconfigurable Clear, crisp and
surprisingly free of glare, this is one of the nicer offerings of its type available today, certainly in
the Jetta's class. If you can swing the monthly payment, SE models and above come with some
standard kit you're sure to love, features like dual-zone climate control, keyless entry with
pushbutton start and a sunroof. Forward-collision warning and blind-spot monitoring with rear
cross-traffic alert are standard across the range, save for the base model, where it's optional. A
responsive and smooth adaptive cruise control system, plus lane-keeping assist and automatic
high beams are standard on the top two trims. This 1. If the Jetta's sterile exterior styling
weren't enough warning that it's a no-fun zone, what's under the hood will broadcast that loud
and clear. All versions of this car are propelled by a 1. With a turbocharger, direct fuel injection
and a cleverly designed air-to-water intercooler built right into the intake manifold, it delivers a
modest horsepower and pound-feet of torque. Two transmissions are available. In the
entry-level S and midrange R-Line models, a six-speed stick is standard for three-pedal fun.
That's just one Ben Franklin per forward gear, an exceedingly reasonable price. Naturally, my
SEL Premium tester comes standard with that auto-magic gearbox. It's mild-mannered and
prompt, leaving little to complain about. It does what it needs to without drawing attention to
itself. Mostly smooth, the Jetta's engine operates in hushed tones. This car is by no means a
rocket, but low-speed acceleration is quite good thanks to a generous slathering of torque
that's all-in at just 1, rpm. Unfortunately, it gets pretty winded at speeds past about 50 mph.
Overtaking on the highway or even on secondary roads is slower than I'd like. It's powered by a
lovely 2. On multiple occasions while driving, I notice a slight stumble or sag. It happens when
the car is just barely moving and it feels like the engine is cutting out for a split second, which
is quite undesirable. At least the Jetta's real-world fuel economy is stellar. In mixed driving it's
returned better than 38 miles per gallon without even trying. According to the EPA, it's only
supposed to average 34, a figure derived from its city rating of 30 mpg and its highway score of
Around town, engine stop-start undoubtedly helps goose those numbers. This feature is both
smooth and swift, so there's nothing to complain about here. The Jetta's steering is pretty
forgettable. It evinces no bad habits but neither does it wow you with telepathic crispness. The
car's ride is a bit stiffer than I expected, too. It's not harsh or clopping, rather, a dense feeling,
kind of like the wheels are made of concrete. That should make it the most affordable VW
offered in America. The Jetta is a good car, but I don't get the impression VW is swinging for the
fences with this product. Sure, it's spacious and wrapped in grown-up styling, but in some ways
it feels unremarkable. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that
violate our policy , which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any
time at our discretion. Roadshow editors pick the products and services we write about. When
you buy through our links, we may get a commission. Craig Cole. Enlarge Image. View Local
Inventory. Like Excellent real-world fuel economy Spacious backseat and trunk Solid

infotainment system. Don't Like Occasional low-speed stumble Engine gets winded easily
Park-bench front seats. Score Breakdown Performance. Specs See full specs. Discuss:
Volkswagen Jetta review: Spacious and mature, but hardly exciting. I've been car hunting,
planning to buy a small sedan when my current lease is up. I've had an opportunity to spend a
few days with a Jetta R-line, and I am really surprised by how much I like it. Not that I expected it
to be a bad car, but I was cross-shopping against the Mazda, Subaru, Hondas, and some higher
level brands like Audi and Acura. Frankly, the Jetta provides the best bang-for-the-buck
compared to the others I have tested. The interior layout is excellent, with a dashboard that puts
everything exactly where you want it. Handling and stability is as good as it gets at this price
point, although I think the 17" wheels are a must for this. The engine is suprisingly punchy, with
plenty of jump for passing on the highway. The steering is tad mushy, but still responsive. It's
not going to compete with the luxury cars on finishing details, but it's a great alternative at a
reasonable price. I was looking for a basic commuter car for mile daily round trip to work. The
new Jetta looks great, understated but with some character. It is very quiet and comfortable on
the road. Acceleration and handling are adequate, but nice for a base model car. Averaging 39
mpg over the first 1, miles with a max of 47 mpg for a 50 mile trip to work. It's great being able to
drive the miles a week for commuting to work on one tank of gas. Yeah, it's the first year of a
major redesign, which is usually a non-starter, but the 6 yr, 72, warranty puts my mind
somewhat at ease. This car drives very nicely. Engine is peppy and transmission shifts
smoothly the most of the time. Sometimes downshifts are noticeable. Suspension is on the soft
side and provides comfortable ride. All the technical features in this car command an applause.
Heated steering wheel, heated and ventilated front seats and heated rear seats are awesome.
Digital instrument cluster and infotainment unit are incredible and very easy to use. Beats audio
system is dissent. Ambient lighting is very nice and gives the interior a warm atmosphere. Now,
there are things which I personally do not like, but other people might not notice an exception.
The front passenger seat is very uncomfortable. It seats low, does not have height adjustments
nor lumbar support. And this is top of the line trim. It feels like I am seating flat on the floor with
no back support. Long drives are not comfortable. In my opinion, this kind of cost cutting is
unacceptable. The passenger seat should be afforded the same amount of adjustments as the
driver seat. The materials on rear door panels look and feel very cheap. Sometimes they squeak
when the temperatures are cold. There are no air vents for the rear passengers, but rear heated
seats make up for it a little. The trunk insulation materials are barely present. The trunk lid and
hinges are exposed and look ugly. The trunk lid itself is heavy and require a push up in order to
lock in the open position. The interior lights are not LED and they are on a dim side. The rear
camera does not have a projection trajectory. Overall it is a good car with an awesome fuel
economy and if the manufacturer fixes these shortcomings especially with the front passenger
seat adjustments, it will be even better. Our Nissan Sentra was totaled, it was a great value car.
This car will eventually go to my 16 year old when he leaves for College. So we came up with a
list and I threw the Jetta on their because I saw a good deal advertised. I couldn't find any Six
Speeds close to me so I didn't get to test drive the '18 model. I was blown away by the Jetta and
ended up buying one. The car has a lot to offer in performance and comfort. The fuel economy
is great - I could get better but its so much fun to drive and I'm still getting in the mid 30's. This
has car play which is a plus and gives us the GPS, etc. This car is a winner and the prices you
can get are great!!! There are no complaints about this car except I will need to give this to my
son at the end of the school year he earned it by his grades - it is a lot of fun drive. We ended up
enjoying it so much we added an Atlas to our garage also. One Month Review We decided to get
the newest Jetta fresh off the lot after we spent months after months test driving other brands.
We decided to go with the new Jetta for many reasons. One reason was due to the all the
upgrades you get for the money. Second reason was the new infotainment which offered
Android Auto and Samsung Mirriorlink, other manufacturers only offered Iphone car-play. Fifth
and final reason is because it was the only 4 cyl car with a turbo, a turbo should be a
requirement for all 4 cyl engines. My complaints are the following: I wanted the manual
transmission however, the manual transmission only came in the S model and it didn't offer
leatherette, heated seats, heated steering wheel nor dual climate. I was then going to choose the
SEL, well the SEL didn't offered power seats for some reason, the only difference i found was
the SEL had the full display on the gauge cluster and the infotainment was 8 inch instead of 6.
The only one we found to have everything we wanted was the SE with cold weather package. I
would have loved the full display but i will wait 3 years to see what else VW brings to the table.
My minivan and my Ram truck have a better sound than the Jetta. Listening to music on my new
Jetta is like listening to music from a 3. While listening to music using USB Android auto the
right front speaker rattles at low volume. I haven't even listened to music at a high volume
because they are terrible. I feel that VW should offer a recall on the speakers and upgrade them

for free. It is a good thing we leased the vehicle instead of buying. I will keep updating my
review as the months go by. Should you get a VW Jetta i say yes, if you like a conservative style
and a simple elegant interior, leatherette rather than cloth, and are looking for a quick 4 cyl
turbo engine for the best MSRP and warranty then the VW brand is the way to go. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Jetta. View Photos. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Jetta model: All Jetta models 1. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3
stars 2 stars 1 star. Safety Technology Performance Interior Comfort. Improvements are in
order! Items per page:. Write a review See all Jettas for sale. Sponsored cars related to the
Jetta. Sign Up. Have you seen the deals? That's the market the Volkswagen Jetta enters; the
redesigned car competes against cars pretending they belong in a lower price class. We drove
Volkswagen 's most affordable and best-selling sedan on the track and in the real world to
determine what the German car can offer against the segment leader, the Civic, as well as the
rest of the class. Not every car with a down-payment-sized discount is worth driving. Every
buyer's situation is different, but sometimes it's worth paying a little more for a better day-in,
day-out experience. Those willing to give VW a chance will find the Jetta a decently
well-rounded and very quick package. Yes, quick. The Jetta SE would have smoked all seven
cars in our comprehensive Big Test of compact sedans , a comparison a base-engine Civic won
over the last-gen Jetta and five others. Although the outgoing Jetta offered 20 hp more on more
expensive models, every Jetta with the 1. With a quick-shifting eight-speed automatic, the new
Jetta hits 60 mph in just 7. That's ahead of a 2. The Civic's turbocharged engine option hits 60 in
a quicker 6. The Jetta's response to full throttle from a stop is a slight hesitation followed by
more oomph than you might expect from a hp car. Where the Jetta didn't excel was its foot
braking distance from 60 to 0 mph. That ties the base-engine Civic and is a few feet shorter than
the Corolla, but the Civic 1. Road test editor Chris Walton liked the Jetta's firm pedal and good
initial bite but said, "It feels like these tires have no grip for the rest of the trip to 0 mph. Around
town, the tires keep quiet unless you're moving quickly around curves. The Jetta can hold its
own on a winding road, though the upcoming Jetta GLI model â€”with more power and a greater
focus on sportinessâ€”will likely be a better back-road companion. Even if you're seeking an
A-to-B type commuter, you'll want a car that can handle the unexpected and quickly maneuver
around obstacles. Through our figure-eight test, which tracks driving characteristics such as
acceleration, braking, cornering, and the transitions between them, the Jetta finished in That
performance falls in the middle of the compacts mentioned above; outliers include the Cruze
Premier with On the track, testing director Kim Reynolds said the Jetta had "really nice turn-in"
and felt "flat and stable. On a highway road trip, I found the suspensionâ€”which provides a
comfortable ride most of the timeâ€”to be a little stiff over rough freeway expansion joints. The
Jetta also provides an acceptable amount of interior quietness for an inexpensive four-door, but
the car won't surprise you with "class-above" quietness. In traffic, the car's eight-speed
automatic is responsive. In fact, those with a more relaxed driving style might consider pressing
the car's Eco button for a smoother driving experience the transmission also has a Sport mode.
When it comes to smoothness, though, the eight-speed automatic is no CVT. Pull away from a
stop sign with minimal to moderate throttle, and your head will bob as the car shiftsâ€”it's
subtle, but still something CVTs avoid. The Jetta gains back ground with its interior layout. Not
so much the materialsâ€”which are a mix of hard- and soft-touch surfaces the soft front center
armrest is appreciated â€”but the layout. The touchscreen and controls are all tilted toward the
driver for better visibility and access. It's an incredibly useful design touch that makes the most
of the 6. Below that screen and the central air vents are the HVAC controls that don't feel
particularly rich but are perfectly functionalâ€”again, the materials are class-appropriate but
won't give anyone the illusion the controls were ripped from an Audi. Our Jetta SE tester lacked
rear-seat air vents, but it's roomy and comfortable back there for outboard passengers. VW's
long basic warranty is exactly twice as long as what you'll get from a Honda Civic. But the
class-leading Civic is great. And at this price range, the spacious and also efficient Honda
includes features not found on the Jetta SE, including a second USB out
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let, rear-seat air vents, an eight-speaker sound system the Jetta SE gets four speakers , and the
helpful auto brake-hold feature. The Civic's auto brake-hold systems holds the brakes for you
when you're stopped, automatically releasing the brake when you touch the accelerator pedal. If
you've already crossed off your list heavily discounted compacts, consider the Jetta in the SEL
non-Premium trim. The Jetta SEL trim adds a In SEL form, the Jetta is a quick and spacious
compact with a killer warranty, neat cabin tech, and a touchscreen that smartly faces the driver.

The cabin doesn't have universally high-quality materials, but that's why you're considering
Volkswagens and Hondas instead of Audis and Mercedes. If driving a good car is still a priority
to you in a compact-sedan class full of discounted options, add the Jetta to your list beside the
Civic. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. What the Jetta offers in a crowded class of
compacts. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

